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As an analogue of the classical cable knot, the p-cable n-knot about an n-knot K, where p is 
an integer and n 3 2, is defined, and some basic properties of higher dimensional cable knots are 
described. We show that for p > 0 the p-fold branched cyclic covering space of an (n +2)-sphere 
branched over the p-cable knot about an n-knot K is an (n + 2).sphere or a homotopy (n + 
2)-sphere which is the result of Gluck-surgery on the composition of p copies of K according as 
if p is odd or even. At the same time, we prove that for any n 2 2 and p 3 2, the composition of 
p copies of any n-knot K is the fixed point set of a Z,-action on an (n +2)-sphere. This is another 
counterexample to the higher dimensional Smith conjecture 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout the paper, we work in the PL category. An n-knot is a locally flat 
submanifold of (n + 2) -sphere Snt2 homeomorphic to S”. If two n-knots K, and 
K, are equivalent, that is, there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism f of 
S n+2 onto itself such that f( K,) = K, and fl K, is orientation preserving, then we 
will write K, - K,. An n-knot is trivial if it bounds an (n-t I)-disk D”+’ in S”+*. 
A tubular neighborhood of an n-knot K is’denoted by N(K). 
Let J and K be n-knots, n 2 2. Any element y of z-,(S”+‘- K) can be represented 
by a simple closed curve 1 in S”” - N(K), which is contained in a unique ambient 
isotopy class, see Corollary 8.1.2 and Theorem 10.1 of [8]. Let V be a tubular 
neighborhood of 1 in S”+* - N(K). Then S”+‘- ’ mt V is homeomorphic to S” x II*. 
Let h: Sn+*-. mt V+ N(J) be a homeomorphism. We denote the n-knot h(K) by 
1 (J; K, y), and call it the satellite knot of (K, y) about J. Let x E rr,(Sn+‘- K) be 
a meridian of K, that is, x corresponds to a meridian loop linking K. Then, in 
particular, 1 (J; K, x) is the composition of J and K, J# K. We denote by mJ the 
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composition of m copies of J. If K is a trivial n-knot, then we call 1 (J; K, x”) the 
p-cable knot about J, or simply a cable knot, and denote it by T(J; p). For a higher 
dimensional satellite knot, the results on the Alexander polynomial and the signature 
are given by Shinohara [ 151, and on the knot group by Yoshikawa [ 181 and the 
author [9]. 
For an integer q, let TV: S” x S’+ S” xS’ be a homeomorphism defined by 
7,(x, 0) = ( pqB(x), @), where pa denotes rotation of S” through an angle (Y about 
its polar Sne2. We write Mq( J) for the homotopy (n + f)-sphere N(J) IJ, ( LS”+~ - 
int N(J)). Since rq is isotopic to rqe2, the pair (M,(J), J) is homeomorphic to 
(S “+‘, J) or (M,(J), J), which is called the result of Gluck-surgery on J, according 
as if q is even or odd, see [5,3, 10, 12, 171. Thus we write J(-‘)’ to be the submanifold 
J in M,(J). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following two theorems: 
Theorem 1. Suppose p > 0. Then the p-fold’cyclic covering space of Snt2 branched over 
T(J; p) is M,_,( pJ), and the upstairs brunch knot is pJ(-‘)‘~‘. 
Theorem 2. Suppose n 2 2 and p 2 2. Then the composition of p copies of any n-knot 
K is the Jixed point set of a .&,-action on Sn+2. 
Theorem 2 is a counterexample to the higher dimensional Smith conjecture 
[4,6, 16,7, 131. It may be considered as a generalization of Sumners’ [ 161 as we shall 
remark in Section 3. 
In Section 2, we describe some basic properties of higher dimensional cable knots. 
In Section 3, we prove the theorems. 
2. Some properties of cable knots 
The following proposition is trivial. 
Proposition 1. (1) T(J; -1) is equivalent to the n-knot reversing the orientation ofJ. 
(2) C (J ; K, x”) = r( J ; p) # K, where x is a meridian of K. 
Proposition 2. T(T(J; p,); p2) = T(J; pIp2). 
Proof. Let Sl( i = 1,2) be a trivial n-knot in S”+*. Let Ii be a simple closed curve 
representing xp’, where xi is a meridian of Sy, and Vi its tubular neighborhood. Let 
h,: S”+2 -int V,+ N(J) be a homeomorphism and iV(h,(Sy)) = h,(JV(S;))= N(J). 
Let h2:Sn+*-int V2+N(h,(S;))beahomeomorphism.Then h,(ST)=T(J;p,)and 
MS;) = T(T(J; PI); ~2). 
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However, h,‘h,(S;) is a trivial n-knot and the linking number of hl’hZ(S;) and 
I, is pIp2, so h,(h;‘h,(S;))=h,(S;) is a p,p,-cable knot about J. The result 
follows. 0 
Let ES”+2 be the quotient space of Snt2 x [ - 1, l] in which Snt2 x - 1 is identified 
to one point and S”+’ x 1 is identified to another point. Then ESnt2 is homeomorphic 
to Sni3. If K is an n-knot, then the image of K x[- 1, l] under the quotient map 
q,+3: snt2 x[-1, l]+ ES nt2 is an (n + I)-sphere in ES”+‘, which we denote by EK, 
and call it the suspension of K [2, 1, 141. EK is not locally flat unless K is a trivial 
knot. We consider Snt2 to be embedded in ES”+’ by identifying with the image of 
S ‘+’ ~0 under qni3. 
Let S’ u 1 be a link in S’ such that each component is a trivial l-knot and the 
linking number of S’ and 1 is p. For example, the torus link of type (2,2p) [ 14, p. 531 
is such a link. Construct inductively a trivial (m + I)-knot Ems’ in Ems3 by 
EMS’= E(E”-‘S’). Then Ic S3c ES3c.. . c E mS3. Let V’ be a tubular neighbor- 
hoodofIinS3-S’and V”‘=~,(V”~‘X[-l/2, 1/2]).Then V’Yw3nEmP’S3= Vmt2. 
Let J be an n-knot. Let h: En-‘S3-int V”+’ + N(J) be a homeomorphism. Then 
the n-knot h(E”-‘S’) is a cable knot T(J; p). Using this construction we prove the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3. T(J, # J2; p) = T(J, ; p) # T(J,; p). 
Proof. Let S”+’ be an (n + I)-sphere in Snt2 such that J, n S”+’ = J,n S”+’ is a 
trivial (n - I)-knot in S”+‘. We can take a homeomorphism h : En-’ S3 - int Vn+2 -+ 
N(J, # J2) so that the image of E”-‘S3 - int V”+’ is N(J, # J2) n S”+‘. Then the 
image of E n-2S’ is a trivial (n - I)-knot in S”+‘, so the result follows. cl 
3. Proof of theorems 
We only consider the case n = 2. For n 23, we can prove similarly. Define 
~P:s4+s4 
to be the p-fold branched cyclic cover with downstairs branch set Si and upstairs 
S:, both of which are trivial 2-knots. Then the covering transformation gP : S4+ S4 
is the rotation of S4 through 27r/p about ST. We take a tubular neighborhood N(S:) 
equivariantly with respect to gP. In the boundary of N(S:) take p framed curves 
ml, m,,..., mP as in Fig. 1. Their framings are on the torus. These curves are 
permuted by g,,. Replace the tubular neighborhood N(mi) of mi by S4- int N(J), 
so that the framing of m, is identified to the meridian loop of J. By ?PP, mi projects 
to a curve which goes p times around the meridian of S& but the framing is 
(*)-natural according as if p is even or odd. That is, we have the p-fold branched 
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part of 
Fig. 1. 
cyclic cover 
G,: M,(N)+ M,(T(J; P)) 
with upstairs branch set pJ_’ and downstairs T(J;P)‘~“‘. Similarly, we have the 
p-fold branched cyclic cover 
&: MAP4 + Mp-,(nJ; PII 
with upstairs branch set pJ and downstairs T(J; p)(-I)‘-‘, and so the theorems are 
proved. 
Remark 1. Our main result generalizes one by Sumners [16]: In his construction, 
above N( mi) is replaced by x( S’ x B3) = (O-surgery) u (l-surgery with curve 
x21xP’tC’, where t represents S’ x (0) and x is the generator of the O-surgery), which 
is the exterior of a 2-knot. 
Remark 2. Having written this paper, the author found [ 1 I], in which it is proved 
that for any simple (2q - I)-knot K, q > 1, and any positive integer p, pK is the fixed 
point set of a &-action on S*¶+‘. 
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